
YEAR: 5
TERM: Autumn 1
TOPIC: Dartmoor

Our aim is to provide a living Christian school
environment where we strive for each child to develop
a passion for learning and a sense of excitement in
their own achievement and that of others.

RE
INTENT

To discuss, explain and understand
why Hindus want to be good
exploring  what people believe and
what difference this makes to how
they live, gaining the knowledge,
understanding and skills needed to
handle questions raised by religion
and belief, reflecting on their own
ideas and ways of living.

What is Brahman? The Hindu word for
ultimate reality, or ‘God’.
Identify and explain Hindu belief about
Brahman using technical terms
accurately.

What is atman? What can be learned
about atman through a Hindu story?
Identify and explain Hindu belief about
atman using technical terms accurately.

Samsara: why is atman important?
What else is important?
Identify and explain Hindu beliefs about
karma, samsara and moksha, using
technical terms accurately, explain how
the story of the man in the well relates
to Hindu beliefs about samsara, moksha,
etc Make connections.

How does dharma affect the way that
someone might live their life?
Identify and explain dharma accurately
using technical terms, making clear
connections between Hindu beliefs
about dharma and ways in which Hindus
live. children will give examples to show
how Hindus put their beliefs about
dharma into practice in different ways
and connect the four stages of life with
beliefs about dharma, moksha etc.

What example does Gandhi set about
how to live and to be good?
Make clear connections between Hindu
beliefs about Brahman, atman, dharma,
samsara and moksha and ways in which
Hindus live, giving evidence and

SCIENCE
INTENT

To understand that magnetism is a
force (which can act from a
distance) that affects our lives in
visible and invisible ways.

Look at how magnets can be useful.
Can we create an additional use for
magnets in an invention? Can it include
an electromagnet? Draw a scientific
diagram that is annotated.

Which materials are magnetic? Creating
a magnetic materials treasure hunt
around the school for EYFS by
understanding those materials that are
attracted to a magnet.

Do magnets of different shapes have
the same strength? Controlling
variables and considering fair testing..
Predict and plan

Carry out the investigation from last
week/graph and conclude whilst
examining reliability

Investigating magnetic fields and how
this affects life on Earth - aurora
borealis, bird migration and navigation.
Research based lesson and drawing
magnetic fields using compasses.

Creating own compasses using
magnetised pins floating on water.
Learn how to use compasses to
navigate around the grounds. Link to
magnetic fields and Dartmoor - make
links ahead to Ten Tors and the role of
magnets in navigation.

IMPACT
Year 5 scientists will be able to predict
and explain the effects of magnets in
different scenarios.
Can summarise how magnets affect us
and the world around us.

Begin to plan fair tests independently
by identifying the variables and those
that need to be controlled.

MUSIC
INTENT

To identify and implement an

understanding of the role that key

and time signatures within

instrumental practice.

Lesson 1:

Identifying the pulse within a ¾ timed

piece and using this to support repeating

of rhythms.

Lesson 2:

Developing rhythmic patterns on brass

instruments within 4/4 time. Comparing

these with rhythms stretch over barlines

Lesson 3:

Identifying time signatures from rhythms

Lesson 4:

Key signatures - What are they? Major or

minor

Lesson 5:

Changes in time signatures

Lesson 6:

Sharing of compositions and

opportunities for peer and self-reflection

on work.

IMPACT
Year 5 Musicians will be able to
identify the differences in 2/4, ¾
and 4/4 time signatures. They will
be able to identify and create
distinctive rhythms accompanied
by a backing track. They will be
able to develop rhythm control on
a cornet They will develop their
collaborative skills within a creative
project using a reflective approach.

PHSE
INTENT

To reflect upon personal challenges
throughout this academic year and
understand how you fit in as an
individual and as part of a class.

Lesson 1: Helping others to feel
welcome
Learning how to set personal goals
and using Jigsaw journal to good
effect.

Lesson 2: Making the community a
better place
Children understand their rights and
responsibilities as a citizen of their
country

Lesson 3: Everyone’s right to learn
Children can show empathy towards
others and understand
backgrounds- acknowledging that
everyone’s lives are different.

Lesson 4: Kindness to others-
rewards and consequences
Children understand that their
actions and choices can have both
positive and negative consequences.

Lesson 5: Working well with others
How can we work well with others?
Can one person’s behaviour affect a
group?
Contributing to a learning charter.

Lesson 6: Learning charter
Bringing together the unit of
learning. Why choose to follow a
learning charter? How does this link
to democracy?

IMPACT
Children will learn and contribute-
using a whole school approach in

Computing
INTENT

To make more complex real-life
problems into algorithms for a
program,  test and debug my
programs,convert (translate)
algorithms that contain sequence,
selection and repetition into code
that works and to organise my code
carefully for example, naming
variables and using tabs. I know
this will help me debug more
efficiently through logical methods
(5.1). (Autumn 2 6.1)

Lesson 1 – Coding Efficiently
Children will use simplified code to make
their programming more efficient using
variables in their code and creating a
simple playable game.

Lesson 2 – Simulating a Physical System
Children will plan an algorithm modelling
the sequence of traffic lights, selecting
the right images to reflect the simulation
they are making.They will use their plan
to program the simulation to work in

2Code.

Lesson 3 – Decomposition &
Abstraction
Children will make good attempts to
break down their task into smaller
achievable steps, recognising the need to
start coding at a basic level of
abstraction to remove superfluous
details from their program that do not
contribute to the aim of the task.

Lesson 4 – Friction and Functions
Children will create a program which
represents a physical system, creating
and using functions in their code to
make their programming more efficient

Lessons 5 – Introducing Strings
Children will create and use strings in
programming,  setting/changing variable
values appropriately and know  some



examples to show how Hindus put their
beliefs into practice in different ways.
Make connections between Hindu
beliefs studied and explain how and why
they are important to Hindus.

IMPACT
Children will be able to identify and
explain Hindu beliefs, e.g. dharma,
karma, samsara, moksha, using
technical terms accurately.
They will be able to make clear
connections between Hindu beliefs
about dharma, karma, samsara and
moksha and ways in which Hindus
live giving  evidence and examples
to show how Hindus put their
beliefs into practice in different
ways.
Children will be able to make
connections between Hindu beliefs
studied (e.g. karma and dharma)
and explain how and why they are
important to Hindus.

order to understand that decisions
have impact and consequences.
Children will also learn the
importance of democracy and
inclusion for all.

ways that text variables can be used in
coding.
Lesson 6 – Text Variables and
Concatenation
Children will create a string and use it in
their program  to produce a range of
outputs in their program

IMPACT
Children will be able to recap their
knowledge of algorithms and how
they can be used to create
programs, understanding that
real-life situations and problems
can be modelled using computer
programs. They will be able to
develop their skill in using planning
tools such as flowcharts when
designing an algorithm to solve a
real-life problem or represent a
situation using more advanced
knowledge of a coding
environment such as 2Code when
creating a design and algorithm for
a program.
Children will also be able to read
through lines of code and interpret
the outcome when run, knowing
that the key components within a
coding environment such as the
objects have properties, and these
can be different according to object
type. Children will be able to use
features such as stepping through
code, using the variable watch
window and changing execution
speed when running code to aid
with debugging.

YEAR: 5
TERM: Autumn 1
TOPIC: Dartmoor

Our aim is to provide a living Christian school environment
where we strive for each child to develop a passion for
learning and a sense of excitement in their own achievement
and that of others.



Art/DT
INTENT

To create a pencil drawing of the
Dartmoor landscape and then
adapt this into a watercolour
painting.

Explain what a landscape is and
where they may have experienced
artworks of this nature before. To
discuss  the works of 18th century
artist JMW Turner and
contemporary artist Laura Bury and
note the similarities and
differences. Use a web search to
research key features of the
Dartmoor landscape.

Study the pencil sketches of JMW
Turner. Use a range of different

grade pencils (HB, 2B, 6B and 9B)
to show tone, shape and texture.

Study how Laura Bury uses
perspective in her work, Sketch a
landscape using two point
perspective by identifying the
horizon line, vanishing points, and
vanishing lines.

Field trip to sketch Dartmoor
landscape 1st hand applying one
point perspective, tone, shape and
texture.

Experiment with different
watercolour effects (Wet-on-wet,
wet-on-dry, dry-on-dry, and
dry-on-wet) and textures ( paint
splatter, dry brush, drawn line, salt,
plastic wrap, sponge application).
Mix a range of colours to match
photographic images by identifying
which primary and secondary
colours to use.

Paint a landscape using inspiration
from JMW Turner or Laura Bury,
applying taught techniques.

IMPACT

PE
INTENT

To learn to develop skills in
football; to kick the ball accurately
with control and to keep
possession of the ball in a game
situation/skills challenge.

Lesson 1 - Controlling/Passing the
ball under pressure

Children practice passing the ball
using the 4 S steps (STOP, STEP, SEE
& SEND). Develop passing to a
teammate whilst static and moving.
Relays & 1v1 games.

Lesson 2 - Dribbling/Passing the
ball under pressure

Children practice passing over
longer distances, finding space and
keeping moving. Practice receiving
the ball with different body parts.
Explore first touch control with
body parts other than foot - thigh,
knee and chest. Children practice
and develop the inside and outside
hook - exploring changing direction
whilst dribbling the ball at
increasing speeds.

Lesson 3 - Passing/Shooting the
ball

Children develop their use of
power shots and finesse shots -
practising their skills at aiming and
increasingly small targets and over
increasing longer distances.

Lesson 4 - Gaining and keeping
possession - tackling

Children learn the skill of jockeying
an opponent developing the
technique of keeping knees bent
and a low body position. Play
football golf as a way of
demonstrating those skills..

Lesson 5 - Attack and Defence skills

Children practice and develop the
skills of attacking 3v2 and
defending 2v3 games. Children
develop skills of channels

Geography
INTENT

To gain an understanding of the
geography of Dartmoor including:
size, location and key geographical
features.

Graphic organiser to show a visual
representation of everything the
children will be learning
throughout the topic.

Research and presentation on key
features of Dartmoor within small
groups.

Group activity (drama links) acting
out the myths and legends from
across Dartmoor.

Explore a map using wonder,
inference and observation-
increasing knowledge and
understanding of its importance
and relevance.

Introduce six-figure grid references-
making them relevant to map
reading. Locating places and
features on a map using this
method.

Design own map including all of the
recognised features from
Dartmoor. Annotate map
accordingly following a legend.

IMPACT

Children will be equipped with the
skills to successfully navigate a six
figure grid reference and identify
key topographical features whilst
increasing their love and
enthusiasm for Dartmoor.

Geography covered in
Autumn term 2

History
INTENT

To gain an understanding into
civilisation within another period
of time and be able to make
comparisons based on both natural
and man-made features from that
era.

Graphic organiser to show a visual
representation of everything the
children will be learning
throughout the topic.

Research into the era of time both
prior and after the Bronze age to
gain understanding of the era to
which they will be learning.

Understand the process of creating
Bronze including the process of
mining, smelting and shaping the
newly formed metal.

Research activity into the product
of creating bronze. WHy was it
important? And what was the
outcome of it being made?

Describe the impact that the
Bronze age had- both for
civilizations at the time and on the
future era (Iron Age)

- Why did the Bronze age
come to and end?

IMPACT

Children will gain the skills to
successfully research and present
findings on a historical period of
time that offers contrast and
differentiation in abundance to
modern day Britain. Children will
be able to expand their knowledge
whilst embedding their love for
history and increasing their
ambition to become historians of
the future.

MfL
INTENT

To extend their oracy and literacy in
French by developing their working
knowledge of expressing an
opinion.

Lesson 1 - Minibeasts

Children will be able to identify the
nouns linked to minibeasts in
French including;
une coccinelle (ladybird), une
fourmi (ant), une araignée (spider),
un insecte (insect), un perce-oreille
(earwig), un cafard (cockroach)

Lesson 2 - to like and dislike

Children will explore things they
like and dislike. j’aime, je n’aime
pas, c’est bon, c’est délicieux, c’est
adorable, c’est horrible, c’est
dégueulasse.

Lesson 3 - asking questions

Children will develop their
understanding of using questions -
Ou est + noun, (where is?)
Que fait + noun (what does …do?)
Qu’est-ce qu’il fait? (what is he
doing?)
Ou va? (where are you going?)

Lesson 4 - Geographical features  -
la campagne (countryside)

Children will learn vocabulary
linked to features on Dartmoor.
un étang (pond), une rivière (river),
une montagne (mountain), un
courant (a stream), un tor (a tor),
granit (granite), une forêt ( a
forest), un colline (hill), la vallée
(valley) le marais (marshland) la
falaise (cliff)

Lesson 5 - French Spelling Bee

Children will be given 100 French
words that they have come across
since Year 3 and spend time
learning how to spell them. These
will be contained in a word search.



Year 5 artists will be able to explore
the potential properties of the
visual elements, line, tone, pattern,
texture, colour and shape and
evidence a development of ideas in
their sketchbooks. They will
demonstrate a secure knowledge of
primary and secondary, warm and
cold, complementary and
contrasting colours and show a
development of their studies by
testing the effects of media and
materials.

defending and turn and attack
games.

Lesson 6 - House Matches

Apply skills learnt into small sided
game situations and skill challenges
involving passing, shooting and
dribbling.

IMPACT
Year 5 footballers will be able to
apply ball skills learned into small
sided game situations.

Lesson 6 - French Spelling Bee and
review of the half term’s work

Children will take part in the French
Spelling Bee and in a review of the
new vocabulary they have learned
this half term.

IMPACT
Year 5 linguists will be able to spell
a number of the French words they
have come across since Year 3 and
have a wider vocabulary range
linked to the topics of minibeasts
and Dartmoor.


